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Illinois/NCSA Commitments to OSG 
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●  OSG Security (Wang, Padmanabhan)
○  Focus on operational security and related software tools

●  Project management (Neubauer: ET & Resources Manager)
●  Tier-2 site for US ATLAS (Neubauer & Lesny)
○  Part of Midwest Tier-2 Consortia
○  Deployed in the Illinois Campus Cluster (ICC)
○  Neubauer serves as Illinois Tier-2 PI, Chair of ICC Steering 

Committee and Chair of ICC Investor Forum
○  OSG opportunistic jobs run on the cluster

●  Tier-3 computing (Neubauer & Lesny)
○  Deployed in Loomis & ICC
○  Jobs can flock away to other resource targets using OSG/

ATLAS Connect (Our Tier-3 served as an early prototype)



Looking forward in ATLAS 
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●  Continue Tiers facility model but forward strategy of elastically 
expanding into other resources (HPCs, Campus Clusters, Clouds)
○  Excellent progress on use of AWS spot market: ~46k concurrent 

cores, ATLAS G4 simulation; cost slightly cheaper than Tier-1 
provisioned resources

○  Enabled by fine-grained computing model: Event Service
○  Three US HPCs/LCGs in US ATLAS targeted for ATLAS production 

now integrated & operating at a large scale
      * ALCF/Mira, NERSC/Edison, OLCF+BNL/Titan
      * 100M grid-equivalent CPU hours from US HPCs in 2015
o  Now in routine production on OSG opportunistic resources at a scale of 

several thousand concurrent jobs, with a program to add as well 
university campus resources via ATLAS Connect 

●  WAN-based data access, network matrix in scheduling
●  Adapting to a rapidly evolving hardware landscape, concurrent 

execution frameworks, whole-node scheduling



Illinois Tier-2 (ATLAS)  
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●  Deployed in ICC starting in 2012
○  Integrated part of the Midwest Tier-2

●  Current Network Connectivity:
○  100Gb to Internet2 @ Starlight/710N Lakeshore 
○  100Gb Internet2 AL2S peerings with UC, and    
    ESnet (onward to IU) for MWT2 traffic 
○  ESnet path preferred for LHCONE traffic 
○  Backup path to Internet2 LHCONE VRF by way 
   of Internet2 AL2S 100G

●  Future added connectivity (starting Oct 31):
○  100Gb link to CIC OmniPoP @ 600W Chicago 
○  Direct peerings with IU and UC at OmniPoP as 

preferred path for LHC

4 
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MWT2 

Last Month (Sep’15) 

In CPU delivered,  
•  2nd in the US 
•  3rd in the world 



The next few years (Illinois/NCSA) 
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●  Continue OSG Security effort (Wang, Padmanabhan)
○  Focus on operational security and related software tools

●  Project management (Neubauer: ET & Resources Manager)
●  Extend Tier-2/3 computing for US ATLAS (Neubauer & Lesny)
○  Plan for more extensive integration with OSG Connect
○  More extensive use of ICC opportunistic cycles
○  Additional Connect resource targets from Tier-2/3
○  Plan for blurrier technical lines between Tier-2/3 systems
○  OSG access to other ICC resources (GPUs, high-mem, …)

●  OSG Access to other computing resources on campus
●  Engage with other science thrusts and related initiatives on 

campus with HTC needs
●  Host a future OSG AHM or OSG SWC?



Other science domains: Astronomy 
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●  Dark Energy Survey (DES) (Petravick/NCSA)

●  DES computing (Petravick/NCSA)
○  FermiGrid
○  IForge @ NCSA
○  BW (planned)
○  ICC (planned)
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Other science domains: Astronomy 
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●  LSST (Petravick/NCSA)
○  “Deep, Wide, Fast” Optical Sky Survey
o  3.2Gpix	camera,	15TB/night,	37B	objects	
o  Imaging	the	visible	sky,	once	every	3	days,	

for	10	years	(825	revisits)	
o  “Turn	sky	into	a	database”	(~5	PB/year)	
o  A	compuNng	cluster	at	NPCF	managed	by	

NCSA	will	be	the	LSST	data	archive	
(“Tier-0”)	and	run	the	processing	pipelines	

	 §  This will be a large resource (share w/ OSG?) 
§  Role in OSG to work with LSST on the re-

usability of their software framework? 



Other science domains: Bioinformatics 
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●  Institute for Genomic Biology (IGB)
○  Research focus: Systems Biology, Cellular and Metabolic 

Engineering, and Genome Technology 

○  “Convergence Ecosystem”: More than 130 faculty in 30 
different departments, > 600 students/postdocs 



Other science domains: Bioinformatics 
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●  Case study: Jun Song
○  Trying to understand gene regulation 

○  Processing involves a lot of sorting, aligning, duplicate 
removal & merging of multiple sets of sequencing data

○  Algorithms most efficient when working with whole data 
sets that request high-memory (O(TB)/node) and I/O 

○  Compute on dedicated IGB cluster, real challenges doing it 
elsewhere (e.g. HIPPA-compliance) 



Blue Waters (BW) 
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•  Most powerful supercomputer on a university campus in the world 
Cray XE6/XK7 hybrid machine composed of 
§  AMD 6276 "Interlagos" processors 
§  NVIDIA GK110 "Kepler" accelerators (XK nodes) 
§  Cray Gemini 3D Torus interconnect 

•  Policy: “2% of available time to be allocated to 
University projects” 
§  “Project proposals are expected to demonstrate that 

no other resource would be suitable for a given 
problem, as Blue Waters is not merely a large 
source of compute cycles” 
v  My take è “don’t view us simply as a bag of rocks to pour sand into” 

•  Plan to develop proposal for ATLAS 
computation on BW (Event Service, ME) 

•  Could OSG have a role in HPC/LPC? 



National Data Service (NDS) 
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●  NCSA is a founding member; John Towns (NCSA) serves as 
Interim NDS Director

“the nation urgently needs an 
integrated set of national-scale 
services that individually and 
collectively can enable the efficient, 
convenient, and secure storage, 
sharing, publication, discovery, 
verification, and attribution of data 
by individual scholars, research 
teams, scientific collaborations, and 
the public at large. The framework 
and services will constitute a 
National Data Service (NDS).” 

Relevance to OSG? 



Other possibilities 
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●  Carle Illinois College of Medicine
○  Nation’s first engineering-based medical school
○  Plans to tie into NCSA, lots of imaging data processing, … 

Other items 
●  We (Neubauer, Elmer, Sokoloff) pitched a Software Institute to 

NSF (S2I2). Still waiting to hear back on this
●  Satellite project(s)? None yet


